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Feasibility of Advocacy as a Risk Communication Tool for 
Prevention of Dengue Infection in Mon State 

 

A cross-sectional descriptive study was conducted in January 2014   in 
Mawlamyaing and Paung townships, Mon State to explore various 
dimensions of advocacy as an effective risk communication tool         
in prevention of dengue transmission. Sixty basic health staff and       
63 respondents from other health related multi-stakeholder groups 
(Township Administrative Department, Township Maternal and Child 
Welfare Association, and other non-governmental organizations) 
participated in semi-structured interviews. The respondents interpreted 
advocacy in multiple ways. For an integrated management of dengue 
vectors, nearly 66% (81/123) realized that setting for advocacy, 
community participation and strengthening of existing rules and 
regulations were essential. Three commonest activities cited to include 
in advocacy were discussions on rules and regulations to manage used 
tires and waste disposal (97/123; 78.9%), dissemination of infor-
mation, education and communication materials  (94/123; 76.4%) and 
selection and training of ward-based volunteers (92/123; 74.8%). 
Respondents perceived the most favorable conditions as an attention 
from regional and ward authorities to hold regular advocacy meetings. 
Mostly perceived strengths were smoothness in performing preventive 
activities and the allocation of responsibility between health and health 
related stakeholder groups. The commonest weakness revealed as an 
insufficient time for planning and holding advocacy meetings prior to 
the transmission season.  
In conclusion, stakeholders concerned for dengue prevention required 
deeper understanding of advocacy than at present even though      
they realized its importance, strengths and weaknesses. There            
is  a requirement to strengthen collaboration and coordination of   
multi-stakeholders in relation to advocacy. In addition, stronger 
commitments than at present are essential to use advocacy as an 
effective risk communication approach in prevention of potential 
outbreaks of dengue in endemic regions. 
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ပ ပ င ဆ ငရကမမ ရရ ရ အတက အသ ပ ဆ မ 
နည လမ မ က ထ ငစမထတ ဖ ခပသည။ 

မ နယအပခ ပမ က မတဝငမ ၊ မခင ငက လ စ င ရ က 
ရ အသင ဝငမ င အခ အစ ရမဟတ သ အဖ အစည မ  
မ တ ဝနရပဂလ(၆၃)ဦ င အ ခခကန မ ရ ဝနထမ  (၆၀)ဦ  
တက မ မန ခပသည။ သ လနတပ က ရ ဂ ပ  သယ ဆ င 
လ သ  ခငက ပကပ မ လ နည စရန ပ င စည  
ဆ ငရကရ ၌ ၆၆% ခန ရ ဖဆသမ သည အသ ပ ဆ  
ခင ၊ လထပ ပ င ပ ဝငခင င ဥပ ဒစည မ မ ခမတခင  
တသည အ ရ ပ က င သရကပသည။  

အသ ပ ဆ ရ တင အဓကက သ  လပရ မ(၃)ရပမ  
စန ပစတ ယ ၊ အမကမ ငဆင သ  စည မ ၊ စည ကမ  
မ က ဆ ရန (၇၈.၉%)၊ ပည ပ အခကအလကမ  
ဖန ဖ ရန (၇၆.၄%) င ရပကကအ ခပ စတန ဝနထမ မ  
မ ထတရန (၇၄.၈%)တ ဖစ က င  သရကပသည။ အသ ပ  
ဆ ပမ က အခနမန ပလပ ငရနအတက ဒသဆငရ င 
ရပကကအ ဏ ပငမ ၏စတပ ဝငစ မသည အဓကက က င  
ဖဆသမ မ ထငမငယဆကပသည။  

အမ ဆ ထငမငယဆကသည အသ ပ ဆ ခင ၏အ သ  
ခကမ မ  က ကယ ရ လပငန စ မ က ဆ ငရက ငခင  
င ကန မ ရ ဌ န င မတဖကအဖ အစည မ  အခင ခင  
ပ ပ င တ ဝနခ ဝခင တတင အဆင ပ ခ မ မရ ခင တ 
ဖစကပသည။ အထငရ ဆ အ နည ခကမ  ရ ဂက စက 
ပန ပ သညရ သမတငမ အသ ပ ဆ ခင မ  ကတင 
စစ ကင ပရန အခနလ လ ကမမရခင ပငဖစပသည။ 

အခ ပဆရ သ  သ လနတပ က ပန ပ မ က ကယထန ခ ပ 
ရ င ပတသက နသမ အ နဖင အသ ပ ဆ ခင ၏ 
အ ရ ပ ပ၊ အ သ ခက ငအ နည ခကမ က ယခထက ပမ၍ 
န လညရန င ဌ န ပ င စ င မတဖကအဖ အစည မ  
ပ ပ င ည င ဆ ငရကမ အ က င စရန လအပခကမ  
ရ သ ပသည။ သ လနတပ က အဖစမ သည ဒသမ ၌ 
အသ ပ ဆ ခင နည လမ က အသ ပ မညဆပက 
ယခထက ပမ၍ အ ထညရနအ ရ က ပသည။  

Reference: Su Latt Tun Myint, Khin Thet Wai, Nyan Sint,    
et al. The 43rd Myanmar Health Research Congress Pro-
gramme & Abstracts: 64. (Second Prize for Health Systems 
Research) 

 

Cervical Cancer Knowledge and Perception of Clients towards Screening Services  
at Cervical Cancer Screening Clinic, Department of Medical Research (Lower Myanmar) 

 
Although cervical cancer is the commonest female 
cancer in Myanmar, effective cervical screening 
coverage for women aged 25-64 years was appro-
ximately 1%. This study was done with the aim of 
exploring knowledge on cervical cancer and opinion 
towards screening service among attendees at Cervical 
Cancer Screening Clinic. 

A quantitative survey was conducted at Cervical 
Cancer Screening Clinic, Department of Medical 
Research (Lower Myanmar) during March to 
September, 2010. Knowledge was considered to be 
low if the respondents got below mean knowledge 
score (6.5, range 0-18). All response categories on the 
opinion items were 5 point Likert scales, ranging from 
strongly agree to strongly disagree with an uncertain 
category (range 17-85). All those who got above 
neutral score (i.e., 51) were considered to have 
positive opinion towards screening service. 

A total of 151 women ages 21-65 years involved in 
the study. The mean age was 42 years (SD±9). Most 
of them were dependent, graduated and married. They 
got information about this clinic mostly from their 
friends or relatives (45%). Around 44% of respon-
dents did not know human papilloma virus (HPV)    
as the major risk factor of cervical cancer. White 
discharge and abnormal bleeding per vagina were 
mentioned by 56.3% and 43% of women, respectively  

while those who did not know any symptom occupied 
one fifth of the respondents. Number of sexual 
partners and number of pregnancies were indicated as 
main risks of cervical cancer (57%, 23.2%). Almost 
all of them said that married women should undergo 
screening and early treatment was stated as the main 
benefit of screening.  

Majority (62%) got knowledge score lower than  
mean score. More than half of the respondent 
indicated TV/Video as their main source of 
knowledge about cervical cancer where as only 16% 
mentioned health staff. All showed positive opinion 
towards screening service they received. But more 
than one fifth of the attendees (23.9%) said they were 
not explained about the procedure of taking pap 
smears. And a few (15%) stated that clinic days were           
not convenient for them and 10% expressed waiting 
time at the clinic took longer than they expected. 
Almost all of the respondents revealed that             
they wanted to come back to this clinic for follow-up 
visit (96%). 

Although the attendees of the screening clinic were 
expected to have higher knowledge on cervical   
cancer than other women in the community,          
after reviewing some studies done in the community, 
it was found out that knowledge level of participants 
were not much higher than those in community. 

Abstract of  Research Paper Published or Read Abroad by DMR Scientists 
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Therefore, health education session should be 
established at this screening clinic. Moreover, 
although all attendees showed positive perception 
towards the screening service, this study expressed 
some  requirements  like  prolonged  waiting  time 
and  explanation  about   the   procedure.  Therefore, it    

is suggested  to review  the  requirements  so  as  to 
provide better service to the attendees. 
Reference: Wai Wai Han, Mu Mu Shwe, Le Le Win, et al. 
Poster presented at 7th Asia Pacific Conference on 
Reproductive and Sexual Health and Rights, Manila, 
Philippines, 20-24 January 2014. 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Cancer Immunology 
 

Cancer immunology is the study of interactions 
between the immune system and cancer cells (also 
called tumors or malignancies). It is a growing field  
of research that aims to discover innovative cancer 
immunotherapies to treat and retard progression         
of  the disease. The immune response, including       
the recognition of cancer-specific antigens is of 
particular interest in the field as knowledge gained 
drives the development of new vaccines and antibody 
therapies.  

For instance in 2007, Ohtani published a paper 
finding tumour infiltrating lymphocytes to be quite 
significant in human colorectal cancer.1 The host was 
given a better chance at survival if the cancer tissue 
showed infiltration of inflammatory cells, in particular 
those prompting lymphocytic reactions. The results 
yielded suggest some extent of anti-tumour immunity 
is present in colorectal cancers in humans. Over the 
past 10 years there has been notable progress and an 
accumulation of scientific evidence for the concept of 
cancer immunosurveillance and immunoediting based 
on (i) protection against development of spontaneous 
and chemically-induced tumors in animal systems and 
(ii) identification of targets for immune recognition of 
human cancer.  

Immunosurveillance 

Cancer immunosurveillance is a theory formulated in 
1957 by Burnet and Thomas, who proposed that 
lymphocytes act as sentinels in recognizing and 
eliminating continuously arising, nascent transformed 
cells.2, 3 Cancer immunosurveillance appears to be an 
important host protection process that decreases 
cancer rates through inhibition of carcinogenesis     
and maintaining of regular cellular homeostasis.4        
It has also been suggested that immunosurveillance 
primarily functions as a component of a more general 
process of cancer immunoediting.2 

Immunoediting 

Immunoediting is a process by which a person is 
protected from cancer growth and the development    
of tumour immunogenicity by their immune system.       
It has three main phases: elimination, equilibrium    
and escape.5 The elimination phase consists of the 
following four phases: 

Elimination: Phase 1 
The  first  phase  of  elimination involves the initiation  
of an antitumor immune response. Cells of the     
innate immune system recognize the presence of         
a growing tumor which has undergone stromal 
remodeling, causing local tissue damage. This is 
followed by the induction of inflammatory signals 
which is essential for recruiting cells of the innate 
immune system (e.g. natural killer cells, natural   
killer T cells, macrophages and dendritic cells) to  the 
tumor site. During this phase, the infiltrating 
lymphocytes such as the natural killer cells and 
natural killer T cells are stimulated to produce IFN-
gamma. 
Elimination: Phase 2 
In the second phase of elimination, newly synthesized 
IFN-gamma induces tumor death (to a limited 
amount) as well as promoting the production of 
chemokines CXCL10, CXCL9 and CXCL11. These 
chemokines play an important role in promoting 
tumor death by blocking the formation of new blood 
vessels. Tumor cell debris produced as a result of 
tumor death is then ingested by dendritic cells, 
followed by the migration of these dendritic cells to 
the draining lymph nodes. The recruitment of more 
immune cells also occurs and is mediated by the 
chemokines produced during the inflammatory 
process. 
Elimination: Phase 3 
In the third phase, natural killer cells and macro-
phages transactivate one another via the reciprocal 
production of IFN-gamma and IL-12. This again 
promotes more tumor killing by these cells via 
apoptosis and the production of reactive oxygen and 
nitrogen intermediates. In the draining lymph nodes, 
tumor-specific dendritic cells trigger the differen-
tiation of Th1 cells which in turn facilitates the 
development of CD8+ T cells also known as killer    
T-cells. 
Elimination: Phase 4 
In the final phase of elimination, tumor-specific 
CD4+ and CD8+ T cells home to the tumor site and 
the cytolytic T lymphocytes then destroy the antigen-
bearing tumor cells which remain at the site. 

News about Medicine & Health 
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Equilibrium and Escape 

Tumor cell variants which have survived the 
elimination phase enter the equilibrium phase.          
In this phase, lymphocytes and IFN-gamma exert       
a selection pressure on tumor cells which are 
genetically unstable and rapidly mutating. Tumor cell 
variants which have acquired resistance to elimination 
then enter the escape phase. In this phase, tumor cells 
continue to grow and expand in an uncontrolled 
manner and may eventually lead to malignancies.      
In the study of cancer immunoediting, knockout mice 
have been used for experimentation since human 
testing is not possible.2 Tumor infiltration by 
lymphocytes is seen as a reflection of a tumor-related 
immune response.6 

Cancer Immunology and Chemotherapy 
Obeid et al7 investigated how inducing immunogenic 
cancer cell death ought to become a priority of cancer 
chemotherapy. He reasoned, the immune system 
would be able to play a factor via a ‘bystander effect’ 
in eradicating chemotherapy-resistant cancer cells.8-10 
However, extensive research is still needed on how 
the immune response is triggered against dying 
tumour cells.11 

Professionals in the field have hypothesized that 
‘apoptotic cell death is poorly immunogenic whereas 
necrotic cell death is truly immunogenic’.12-14   This is 
perhaps because cancer cells being eradicated via        
a necrotic cell death pathway induce an immune 
response by triggering dendritic cells to mature,      
due to inflammatory response stimulation.15, 16 On the 
other hand, apoptosis is connected to slight alterations 
within the plasma membrane causing the dying cells 
to be attractive to phagocytic cells.17 

Thus, Obeid et al7 propose that the way in which 
cancer cells die during chemotherapy is vital. 
Anthracyclins produce a beneficial immunogenic 
environment. The researchers report that when killing 
cancer cells with this agent uptake and presentation by 
antigen presenting dendritic cells is encouraged, thus 
allowing a T-cell response which can shrink tumours. 
Therefore, activating tumour-killing T-cells is crucial 
for immunotherapy success.18 

However, advanced cancer patients with immuno-
suppression have left researchers in a dilemma as to 
how to activate their T-cells. The way the host 
dendritic cells react and uptake tumour antigens to 

present to CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells is the key to 
success of the treatment.19 

The role of viruses in cancer development 

Various strains of Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) 
have recently been found to play an important role    
in the development of cervical cancer. The HPV 
oncogenes E6 and E7 that these viruses possess have 
been shown to immortalise some human cells and 
thus promote cancer development.20 Although these 
strains of HPV have not been found in all cervical 
cancers, they have been found to be the cause in 
roughly 70% of cases. The study of these viruses and 
their role in the development of various cancers is still 
continuing, however, a vaccine has been developed 
that can prevent infection of certain HPV strains, and 
thus prevent those HPV strains from causing cervical 
cancer, and possibly other cancers as well. 

A virus that has been shown to cause breast cancer in 
mice is Mouse Mammary Tumour Virus.21, 22 It is 
from discoveries such as this and the role of HPV in 
cervical cancer development that research is currently 
being undertaken to discover whether or not Human 
Mammary Tumour Virus is a cause of breast cancer in 
humans.23 
References: 
1. Cancer Immunity 2007; 7: 4.  
2. Nature Immunology 2002; 3(11): 991-998.  
3. British Medical Journal 1957; 1(5022): 779-786.  
4. Journal of Immunology 2007; 121(1): 1-14.  
5. Annual Review of Immunology 2004; 22: 329-360.  
6. Cancer Immunity 2007; 7: 3.  
7. Nature Medicine 2007; 13(10): 54-61.  
8. Science 2004; 305(5681):197-200.  
9. New England Journal of Medicine 2006; 354(23):2503-2504.  
10. Nature Reviews Immunology 2006; 6(10): 715-727.  
11. Advances in Immunology 2004; 84: 131-179. 
12. Seminars in Cancer Biology1995; 6(1): 3-16.  
13. Science 1995; 267(5203): 1456-1462.  
14. Nature Reviews Cancer 2002; 2(4): 277-288.  
15. Journal of Experimental Medicine 2000; 191(3): 411-416.  
16. Journal of Experimental Medicine 2002; 196(8):1091-1097.  
17. Cell Death Differ 2005; 12: 1463-1467.  
18. Nature Medicine 2007; 13(1): 28-30.  
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21. Cancer Research 1943; 2: 710-721. 
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Swine Flu Outbreak in India Raises Concern: 
New Strain of H1N1 may Carry Dangerous Mutations 

 
Since December, an outbreak of swine flu in India has 
killed more than 1,200 people, and a new MIT study 
suggests that the strain has acquired mutations that 
make  it  more  dangerous  than previously circulating 

strains of H1N1 influenza. The findings, which appear 
in the March 11 issue of Cell Host & Microbe, 
contradict previous reports from Indian health 
officials   that   the  strain  has  not  changed  from  the 
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version of H1N1 that emerged in 2009 and has been 
circulating around the world ever since. With very 
little scientific data available about the new strain, the 
MIT researchers stress the need for better surveillance 
to track the outbreak and to help scientists to 
determine how to respond to this influenza variant. 

"We're really caught between a rock and a hard place, 
with little information and a lot of misinformation," 
says Ram Sasisekharan, the Alfred H. Caspary 
Professor of Biological Engineering at MIT and the 
paper's senior author. "When you do real-time 
surveillance, get organized, and deposit these 
sequences, then you can come up with a better 
strategy to respond to the virus." 

In the past two years, genetic sequence information of 
the flu-virus protein hemagglutinin from only two 
influenza strains from India has been deposited into 
publicly available influenza databases, making it 
difficult to determine exactly which strain is causing 
the new outbreak, and how it differs from previous 
strains. However, those two strains yielded enough 
information to warrant concern, says Sasisekharan, 
who is also a member of MIT's Koch Institute for 
Integrative Cancer Research. 

He and Kannan Tharakaraman, a research scientist    
in MIT's Department of Biological Engineering, 
compared the genetic sequences of those two strains 
to the strain of H1N1 that emerged in 2009 and killed 
more than 18,000 people worldwide between 2009 
and 2012. The researchers found that the recent Indian 
strains carry new mutations in the hemagglutinin 
protein  that  are   known   to   make   the   virus  more  

virulent. Hemagglutinin binds to glycan receptors 
found on the surface of respiratory cells, and the 
strength of that binding determines how effectively 
the virus can infect those cells. 

One of the new mutations is in an amino acid position 
called D225, which has been linked with increased 
disease severity. Another mutation, in the T200A 
position, allows hemagglutinin to bind more strongly 
to glycan receptors, making the virus more infectious. 
Sasisekharan points out that more surveillance is 
needed to determine whether these mutations are 
present in the strain that is causing the current 
outbreak, which is most prevalent in the Indian states 
of Gujarat and Rajasthan and has infected more     
than 20,000 people so far. "The point we're trying to 
make is that there is a real need for aggressive 
surveillance to ensure that the anxiety and hysteria are 
brought down and people are able to focus on what 
they really need to worry about," Sasisekharan says. 
"We need to understand the pathology and the 
severity, rather than simply relying on anecdotal 
information." 
Learning more about the new strains could help  
public health officials to determine which drugs might 
be effective and to design new vaccines for the next  
flu season, which will likely include strains that are 
now circulating. "The goal is to get a clearer picture  
of the strains that are circulating and therefore 
anticipate the right kind of a vaccine strategy for 
2016," Sasisekharan says. 
Source: http://www.sciencedaily.com. 
Contributed by Virology Research Division

 
Steroid Therapy Increases Risk of Blood Clots 5-Fold in IBD Patients 

 
Compared with biologic therapy, corticosteroid 
(steroid) use is associated with a nearly five-fold 
increase of venous thromboembolism in inflam-
matory bowel disease (IBD) patients, according to      
a new study in Clinical Gastroenterology and 
Hepatology, the official clinical practice Journal of 
the American Gastroenterological Association. 
Venous thromboembolism is a condition that includes 
both deep vein thrombosis (a blood clot deep in the 
veins) and pulmonary embolism (a sudden blockage 
in a lung artery caused by a blood clot). 
"We found that corticosteroid use - either alone or in 
combination with biologics - substantially increases 
the rate of venous thromboembolic events," said lead 
study author Peter Dr. Higgins, MD, PhD, MSc, from 
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. "This was 
strikingly different from the patients who were on 
biologics alone, who had a significantly lower rate of 
events. Venous thromboembolism is common in IBD, 
and can lead to significant morbidity, increased    
death and high rates of recurrent blood clots.          

The importance of understanding what causes this 
complication in this patient group cannot be 
understated." 

Researchers conducted a retrospective analysis on 
adults with IBD identified from the Truven Health 
MarketScan® Databases. Over a 12-month follow-up 
period, researchers monitored 15,100 patients treated 
with biologics, cortico-steroids or combination 
therapy (biologics and corticosteroids) for venous 
thromboembolic events. Three hundred twenty-five 
venous thromboembolic events occurred during       
the study period. The rates were 2.25 percent, 0.44 
percent, and 2.49 percent for the corticosteroid only, 
biologic only and combination therapy groups, 
respectively.  

“Combination therapy with corticosteroids and 
biologics was associated with nearly the same         
risk as corticosteroids alone, validating our conclusion 
that corticosteroids may truly increase venous 
thromboembolism   risk,  and  eliminate   the  potential 
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benefit (for venous thromboembolic events) of 
inducing remission with biologics alone” added       
Dr. Higgins. 

While the association between active IBD flares and 
venous thromboembolism has been well established, 
these results show for the first time a strong 
independent association between corticosteroid use 
and venous thromboembolism. A better understanding 
of the effects of corticosteroids on this complication 

of IBD may suggest a change in our therapeutic 
approach to severe inflammation in IBD. Cortico-
steroids, also known as steroids, are often prescribed 
to IBD patients to reduce inflammation. Cortico-
steroids have a similar structure to estrogens, which 
are also associated with increased venous throm-
boembolism events. 

Source: www. medicalnewstoday.com  
Contributed by Scientific Group on Blood Research 
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ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ နမ ကန မ ရ ၀န ဆ ငမ အစအစ  

 ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ န “ က ကယ ဆ င ရ ဂ ရ ဖ ရ ဆ ခန  ”  တင  အသည ရ ငအသ ဝဘ က ကယ ဆ  
ထ ပ ခင ၊ လအပ သ စစ ဆ မမ င ဓ တခစမ သပမမ ပလပ ပ ခင ၊ အသည ရ ငအသ ဝ  ဘပ /စပ  
သယ ဆ င သ  လန မ အ    ဆ ၊   အကပ ၊   လမ န၊  ကသ ပ ခင မ က    န စ ( ဖငရက)  နနက ၁၀န ရမ  

       ည န ၃န ရအတင  ဆ ငရက ပ နပသည။ 
 ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ နမ သ တသနပည ရငမ င  ကန မ ရ ဦ စ ဌ န၊ ဗဟအမ သမ ဆ က မ သ ဖ မ ယပ 

အထ ကဆရ ဝနက မ  ပ ပ င ဆ ငရက သ  “သ အမ ခ င ကငဆ စမ သပ ဖ ထတသည ဆ ခန ” က 
ဆ သ တသနဦ စ ဌ နတင  ဖငလစ၍  စမ သပစစ ဆ လသအမ သမ မ က  အဂ န င သ က န  နနက ၁ဝ န ရ မ 
၁၂ န ရအတင  အခမစစ ဆ ပ လကရပသည။ 
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